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•	 STATUS REPORT: DATA MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
ALGORITHM EVALUATION ACTIVITY Al
MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
INTRODUCTION
It is widely recognized that the most prolific data generators have been
multisliectral imaging sensors, such :)s these used on 14indsat, and the Synthetic
Aperture Radar, such as those to be well on St-asat. 'These types of sensors
generate n large volume of data at a h4ji ripe, which often requires complex
analysis procedures to convert the data to usable information. 'Thus, the
magnitude and complexity of tile. data of on create costly bottlenecks in ground
data processing systc! .s. To overcome this I^av,blena, standard cost -effective
preprocessing and processing procedures that produce accurate and consistent
results are needed; thrsc do not exist at present. The difficulties in developing
these procedures have l,een determine.' to be caused by the nature and form of
the data, as well as by the approaches being taken to it,a analysis.
Under the Data Management Piogram, :ua algorithm c%aluatlon activity
was initiated to study the processinh problem hN . .assessing the independent and
interdependent effects of registration, compression, and classification tech-
niques on I.andsat data for several discipline applications. The ohiective of the
;activity was to make recommendations on selected applicable image processing
algorithms in terms of accuracy, cost, and timeliness or to propose other
solutions to the proc.wssing problem. As a means of accomplishing this objec-
tive, an Image CMIng Panel was established with nu, nal,ers from several NASA
Centers who represented different types of image processing interests. The
Panel established the evaluation criteria, selected the data sets and algorithms,
performed tlae anal ses, and presented the results during the Panel meeting.
After each meeting, a panel summary was written %khich reported on the licr--
formance of individual algorithms, combinations of al'orllhraas, or on new
recommendations that were rode.
..
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APPROACH/ PI ANNED ACT IV I TIES
1 der approved RTOP 656-21-02-02, there is a requirement to (1)
acquire and maintain detailed information on all technique development In the
agency and elsew1wre, with emphasis on OA sponsored activites, especially
within the Data Management and Earth Resources Programs: (2) analyze,
evaluate, and bring to focus information on technique development; and (3)
report and advise Headquarters on emphasis changes and the need for technology
development. In partial fulfillment of these requirements, the objectives of
this effort are to update and document all source Image processing programs,
to determine the combined and independent effects of registration and com-
pression on classification, and to evaluate registration, compression, classi-
fication, and change detection results.
ID!ring FY77, the discipline applications of land use inventory and
agriculture were to be studied asin^, six Iandsat passes over Mobile Hay,
Alabama, for land use and eleven I andsat passes over a I.ACIE (l arge Area
Crop Inventory Experlment) supersite ( l-'inney County, Kansas) for agriculture.
The particular processing techniques to he studied in conjunction with these test
sites were as follows:
a. Registration Techniques:
1. Nearest Neighbor (NN)
2. Bilinear Interpolation (111)
3. Hicubic Lite rpolation 010.
For a brief description of the registration techniques, see NASA TNI X-73348,
"Nearest Neighbor, Bilinear Interpolation and Bicuhic Interpolation Geographic
Correction Effects on I andsat Imaging," It. Jayroe, Marshall Space Flight
Center, September 1976.
b. Compression Techniques:
1. Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM)
2. Adaptive Ilac:armand (All)
3. Combination All/ADPCh1.
2
For a brief doseription of those techniques, see TAW` Phial Rel)ort No. 26566,
"Study of Adaptive Methods for Data Compression ou Multispoctral Scanner
Data, Contract NAS'-I -S: b,l, NASA Attics Research Center, Maveli 19717'.
4. Cluster Codhi g Algoritht-a (CCA) — See IIA Joint Clustering ,,//Data
Compression Concept, 11 11h. D. Dissortatiott, University of Suutl^G-m 04ifornia,
E. E. Hilbert of Pasadena, Jet Propulsioti Laboratory, Tday 1975,
5. VIob AIg,orithni — See "Users Guide for the Blob Vrograia Package
1-1. G. IMulk, Code Ot'j"01 , Goddard Spaev Flight Center, June 2^, 1977
e. Classification Te.-,liniques:
1. Gaussian T%kt:%imutn Likelih000-I (ALVXLIK)
2. Sequential Linear Classifier (SLIC).
For a brief description of these, techniques, see NASA `'Ili L-S'21 40, I 'Class if ication
Software Technique Assessment," R. Jayroo, et al. , Marshall Space Flight
Center, May 1976.
Gaussian Mi-xture, Donsity Classifier (GMDC)
4. Iterative Clustering Classifier (ICC).
For a description of these, pro rants see "Users Guide of Soffivare Docuntetita-
tion fo-v the Algorfl h. tit Slinulation Test and Evaluation Prtig^raiti, ll J. Lyons,
Johnson Space Center.
The preeectin-, fivage processing techniques were chosen because they
are repro, seatative of all the knowii approaches used !it registe-rilig, compressing ,
and classifying iaultlsjjec.tral iniagery, and they appear to be. generally accept-
able to analysts. The specific tasks using these, techniques to lie accomplished
by MSFC within the Iniage, Coding Patel in F 7 are described ht the
paratgraphs. These, tast.s are being' 	 -ed by General Eleotrie contractor per-
stivinel -under contract NAS8-x;214u4, as well as AISFC in-house personnel,
The emphasis of the inajQrity of the tasks is to &Aermine what has
chati-ed in the data, how ii-tuelt change has occurred, and where has the change,
taken place as a result of registration and' or compression. Secondly, how are
these changes manifested !it the classification results The dominant factor in
the evaluations is the classification accuracy follciwed by the cost effectiveness
of the anal y sis procedure with the result being that there is usualIN a tradeoff
between the two.
Task l: Updating, Modification, anti Documentation
of Software Techniques Library
A software techniques library had been established at NIShC under the
Data Management Program prior to the formation of the Image Coding Panel.
This library Is augmented with image processing techniques that are utilized by
the Panel "Intl facilitates the transfer of these techniques to the Panel members.
The source programs for the software are housed on a disk pack under the name
SNIT001, are in hortran, and are run on ill 	 The task is to docu-
ment the programs in "readable Fortran," prepare a software techniques manual
of all programs and a user's manual for updating and utilizing the library.
"Readable Fortran" is a documentation concept that requires maximum usage of
comment statements that are indented in a logical fashion to explain the software
coding and such that the program can be read in a manner similar to a textbook.
Task 2: Determinationti  of Registration
Effects on Image Data
Perform NN, BL, BC geographic correction oil 	 I.ACIE and Mobile
I3ay test sites and save the corrected data sets. To determine and document the
registration offects, use the following approach:
1. Compare channel histograms, means, and variances for the original
and geographically corrected image test sites
2. Compare .joint channel histogram pairs for the three registration
techniques and the original data
3. For Identical channels, compute image difference histograms and an
actual image sho%king %here the differences occur for the three registration
techniques.
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Task 3: Determination of Compression
Effects on i mage Data
F our compression techniques v. ,411 be selected from a combination of
those previously wentioned. 1'or the, Jeleetod techniques wid threr , compression
ratios, connpress, reconstruct, and save the it rake data for 60 two test sites
and use, the follovJag approach:
1. Con-t1jare channel. histo •ranis, means, and variances for the oviginal
and eotrtil)rc4ssacl,%recoiistrueted Lcaage test sites
2. Conti are johit cliannel histogram Ijairs f^)r the four eolii'Pression
teclmlquOS and the origle.al data
^'. For ideatic:tI channels, eoinpute finage, difr(^vence histograms and an
actua
l
 !itiage shovving where differences occur for the
and original huages.
Task 4: Determination, of the Combined Effects
of Compression and Registration on Image Data
Select two data sets frets each test site that have been geographically
corrected using, NN, BL, and BC. Select the corresponding,
 two data sets that
have been corapressed at three, different ratios and reconstructed using the four
contipre8sion techitiques. Geogxaphl call y correct the covnj--+re8sed %'
iwages usint,4 NIq, BL, and BC, and compress and recotistruct the previously
geographically corrected images using, the ]'our cor-tipression techniques and
three compression ratios. The re8ulting images Avill be saved for -future use
and differ onlA, in the order of compression and registration. To determille
and document the coijibined effects of image correction and compression, tile,
following approach should be used for the txv,,o groups of intages:
1. Cojnpare, channel histij, rattis, n-wans, and varlauces for both groups
of images and with the orightal fit-tag'es
C). Conipare johit channel histogram pairs for both groups of it-nages and
with the Urheitial imagesL
A-
2. For idontleal c-,hay ,ulki, Oullqmte hj"ittg'u diffevelice, histogral'als, and all
at-tual fi-aape-	 difforencos oeeuv fur#.
a. Tho tdvu VI,-)up6 of
b. The	 eurrveted —
images and the, geop, ?yaphjeall^v uorvo^&2,d, fiatag'eo of taA 24^-)
e. The	 Corre(Aed
lwage8 and the C' (mil pre s 6 C,	 o 
I 
is tru(Ae, o fiiotgeo of tadl:
Task 5: Determination of the Effects of Compression
and Registration on Classification
Usln the claL^slficatiort propyatas NLAO.'LIK, SLIC, Mi%wru Donsity,j
lt(--^ vative Clustioringo,
 Cla8sifiue, and the di , g1tal gyouad truth ti-japs (GTn) for
both test sites, ela^ssifyr th lwag,'e data aii(l ewitpare.	 vdtij the
gycamid truth dat.a. tc) obtain, dle  f Lill .0'W"fil p" Ons8lfiention a(-'e'ura '-Jos for evaluati-oll:
1. Classifleatioll of -Aell uvLgAnal injag'c set eomparod v.1th the GTAI
geogral-AAQ-ally distorted to ovcvla^r v., ith urightal data
2. ^"Iasslfleatlutj of (-,-,ael-i geographically vurreeted (DIN, BL, BC) Image
set cunipared with tbe, GTAI
Clas6ifieatioa of eaeli	 (four teel-mique8,
compressiou vatios) haw-'e set ooniparud vith the G" NI guographleally distorted
to overlay	 the	 reQuw-ArLwted data
4. Classification of the imapo sets duscribed in task 4 co'nipared with
the G TAI
5. Classifteatiow, ,`'VI'Al difference. malm of the above, to shou, 'whore,
dibagTi^ements occur.
.7 - F
Task 6: Determination of Change DMection Effects
From the IAC'IF and Mobile Bay in ► ag, • s, select the geographically
corrected data sets (using NN, BL, or RC') that appear best suited for detecting
,easonal or other tyltes of changes rased upon the results of the previous tasks.
f'or each teat site and corresponding season p l images, ► s 4e the following approach
to determine change detection effects:
1. To determine how the data changes with season, compute difference
histograms a:ui joint hIstograills, and Image dilIvrences between corresponding
image bands
2. Compute classification asap differences and contingency tables to
determine how the classification results change with seasonal data
:1. Use the GTht as a mask to extract feature information from the
seasonal data (including and .-lading transition pixels) by computing joint
histograms between corresponding hands to determine how this information
usigrates through the daW space as a I'unction of season
4. Use the classification naps as a mask to extract information from
the data (Inc •luding and excluding transition pixels) by computing joint histograms
between corresponding hands and comparing with the ground truth feature
extracted information
5. For the compressed and geogral ►hically corrected data, perform the
comparison 1 to 3 of this task to deternsine the effects of compression on change
detection.
As a result of the Image Coding Panel activities, four additional require-
ments hPve lx-en identified to assist In the transfer and evaluation of image data
and image analysis products. These requirements consist mainly of the develop-
ment of software programs to measure Image entropy, to utilize fractional pixel
accuracy in ground truth/classification ,nap assessments, to facilitate Image
data and analysis product transfer, and to explore asd evaluate a compression/
1	 classification procedure in ternss 0' analysis cost reduction potential. The
tasks to be accomplished for these requirements arc discussed in the following
paragraphs.
7
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Task 7: Measurement of I maye Entropy
Develop and document In "readuhle Fortran" a software program tc, Ix,
included In the NISI-'c Sottmare I.Ibrary that measurers the y entropy of an image
as a function of Iwnd. The following; Is a verbal description of the desired soft-
%,are pr►►g; -un ► .
Differential entropy Is often used as a measure of image Information or
act1%itV . It actually represents the minimum data rate myuired for encoding
differences o; the Image with a zero-me ► uory enc(Kier, under the assumption
that the differences hair a sWtionary distril ►utim throughout tile image. bi
general, the diffemnces are lhr dv%lations between an estimat.c for each picture
element (hawed oil 	 preceding:' picture elrn ►cnls) and the picture element itself.
In practice, it Is ads yuate to use as an estimate for each picture element the
average of the element above and behind; 1. v. , let
X	 ` Xii
A
X ij be the es t imate for X ij , where
A
	
X+ Xi -ice
x
i1
= 	 2
Dote: Where ( x) is the nearest integer valor t() x (tics nwv go either
wav). Then the difference for rlen ► cnt (1, j) Is
Xij -Xij
r• f
H
i('learly. by sending a starting reference picture element, the rest of the image
can he tranimitted exactly In terns c ►I the differences. Define PO as the fre-
quency of occurrence ()f a difference having value 8 averaged over the entire
image. Then the twO-dimensional difference entropy for that Inla ►t y is
I I
	 -	 1'^ I og,` 1'^
a
The entropy II represents the lowest hit rate possible for encoding the fliffer-
ences. Thus 11 can 1w a useful measure of the difficult y one would hLve in
cooling a particular Image, assuming an exact reconstructi, ►n of the Image is
desired. Entropy measures are to be calculated for it(- Mobile Iiay and LAC'IE
data sets.
Task 8: Data Transfer Format
t)evelop and document In "r ► adabl(, Fortran" a software program to be
inc • ii;t . n the AISFC Software Library for imacgc data transfer that has the
#'. 1 , owing output cha t aetc^ ri sties:
1, t).,'a tatpe should be ; 1 rack, 556 1 ►pl and contain data m ithin the range
zero (dart.) to	 (bright).
2. Size of test site should be approximately 254; pixels by 256 records.
3. 'There should ho one band of image data per file and on,^ record of
data per scan, with each file ha y ing a header record. The header record
should contain 100 characters or less with h bits per character.
•1. 'Training areas are to be polygons with at most nine vertices, and
interior points are to be utilized as training data. If a training area has on1v
two vertices, a nearest neighbor rule is used Im- selecting training data.
'	 5. A listing of the training area %ertievs and class identification should
accompany the data talc along with a histogram of each band of data.
ti. For pixel location, each image starts at pixel one and record one,
rather t han (o, t ► ) .
7. 4^ lioting, of the geot;raphle curmetion trawAorniation sbould also b6-
iiiel ,, victj k,itG the data tLijJU.
Iwo gw (iata tapes and analyr8ij prodLtet,,, are to be made available for transfer
upon re4tiost.
Task, 9: Fractional Pixel Accuracy
Vpd4te and	 iii "evadable Fortran" a ^t,,oftwave, pro, ram for
DvAuslon 11i the Als,-,Fc,	1, avtional pi%el aeourac^ , hi
the gorowld	 ((7511"l,	 1) a,,jw.-joltionts. 11-10 approaell
utill2ed In the Softivare developwont	 to dlgltL.Jq^,^, the, GTAI at a
higher vesy)luttun Oiact Ow CAI sttett (Lat scvvvad trot rest ovigIII)or pl:;Olo oll tile
TM ean be, used 
to 
evaluate, (, v-le pk:el kin the CAL The updated ^M'twaro evalua-
tion Prvgraian has to al]Gvv for differvat GTAI resobotiotis and fOr as6igniviont of
statiotkl-al v,,,eights used Nx,4th the GTAI nvavu,6t nei-h1jor pj.,Xdo. This apjjr(:)a(,,,h
Is to be evaluated ttsln„ the, procedtive	 ivi l!.ASL TAI	 "Evallia-
tion Criteria for ^k)ftvvavv- Classification  bive.ntorieb, A(^euvaeiej wid Alaps,"
ty 11. Jayroe and eoiiijjared Nvith the results obtained from tix,, elaosifleation
assessment uss ill"", the Mobile fk(y aiid LYJE data sets.
Task 10: Reduced Vector Representation
This task 
is 
a i e8earell effort direeLed toward rudtlein" , the cost of
Unal", 'Aliv, nalltislic'-i-al fi:tiagery. NV'hett four Gand, bit inlak 6ta are
acquired, the liuwb , ^r of di8tiliet or differenL Qt; tcws possible is (, t 4)" =
16 7 77 2^ ii. 1, or Landsat data, this IaLt:11fittuill possible is litalted to 7 581 GOO
different feature vectors, 	 IS the 111IMber of y-JiCtWre Ulefiiellt8' eontainL-d
in one 3andsat fraine. The, qLiestiott arises, "Illov. n-tan,V, different feattive
,veetoes are required 
to 
represent an hi ziage and still satisfy all user require-
ine'llts, ?" If the ijuniber of different feature veetor8 could be reduced to '.048,
for c.-;a2aple, the ininiber of classifieatioa con-,, putations et;udd bu reduced by a
kxtov of	 titr,jisand and result in considorable atialpsis cost savings.
Tlic. followbi , g approach is rct_omniended to ,-valuate the ficitential, cost
%;e I op a s ft	
savings-
-w rea program for cooiaputing, the aumber and population1. 1>2
cf different I'vature, vectors contained is aa
10
10
7. « listing of the geographic correction transformation should also I,a
Included %kith the data tape.
Image data talwa and analysis pt-,duets are to be made available for transfer
upon request.
Task 9: Fractional Pixel Accuracy
Update and docu:; ► cnt In "readable Fortran" a software prol;ram for
inclusion hi the NIS.-C Software l.ib±ary t, utilize fractional pixel accurac- in
the ground truth/classification map	 CNI) assessments. The approach
utilized in the soft arc development correspor ►ds t., di-Itizing the GTM at a
higher resolution than the CNN such that several nem-est nei;;hlmw pixels on the
GTNI can he used to evaluate	 pixel on the CAI. The updated software evalua-
tion program has to allow for d i fferent (;'1'111 resolutions and for assignment of
statistical wei;;hts used with the ti'I*Nl nearest neighbor pixels. This approach
is to be evaluated using; the p ► •oeedurc descr•il,ed in NASA 'fizz -733 ,17, "Evalua-
tion Criteria for Software Classification Inventories, Accuracies and Maps,"
by 11. Jayroc and compared with the results obtained from the clsksslfication
assessment using; the Mobile hay and I.A C IE data sets.
task 10. kedured Vector kepresentation
I his task is a t esearch effort directed toward reducin- the cost of
analyzing muitispLf', "al iMahery. When four band, six bit imago data are
acquired, the number of distinct or different vectors possible is ((i_1) 4 =
16 777 116, For Landsat data, this n,axin,uu ► possible is limited to 7 581 600
different feature vectors, v.hich is the number of picture elements contained
in one Landsat frame. The y ► iestion arises, "Il.w; many different feature
vectors are required to represent an imal;e and still satisfy all user require-
ments?" If the number of different feature vectors could be reduced to 2048,
for example, the number of classification computations could Ile reduced by a
fuetor of several th-,usand and result in considerable analysis cost savings.
The following approach is recommended to evaluate the potential cost savings:
1. Develop a software progeam for computing the number and population
of different feature vectors contained in an image.
-7mmank"	 I
2. Utilize a version of the cluster coding; algorithm (CCA) for reducing;
each NI by N pixel arra y to a maximum of 16 different feature vectors, and
develop a grogram for merging the resulting; number of feature vectors con-
tained In the image down to a desired final number (i. c. , the final number Is
an input variable to the erog 11im). This will he an operational program Wit
provides an output tape containing a table of the final desired number of differ-
ent fe, ture vectors, their populations and labels, followed by a table of their
image locations that are Identified by their labels.
:3. L)evelop a software program for converting the output tape back to
feature vector format.
4. Dv elop a software classification grogram that utilizes the above
output tape ( step 2) for automatic classification in the , following; manner:
a. A user selects training; areas and designates one class number
for all feature vectors contained in the training; area. Thus, the classification
program will have a table that relates a class label to the feature vector labels
and an image  location. By using; the approach in CCA, additional feature vectors
belonging to a particular class can also be Idetnified an(] labeled.
b. The user will have an option of producing a map and population
table containing; only those feature vectors identified in the training; procedure
as belonging to a particular class, or of invoking; a classification procedure
that assigns all of the feature vectors to one of the selected classes. The
unassigned or unclassified t'eature vectors c •an be classified in the foil.-)wing
manner. Compute the centrold of the feature vectors belonging to each class
and store 'le result. hor an unclassified feature vector, find the closest two
centrolds and then compare the unclassified feature vector with Individual
members or representatives of the two identified classes. Assign the feature
vector to the class of tl,e closest individual member. The user si• Ould also
have the option of outputting a one channel CNI or a classification feature vector
map using; the centroids. The class ; .:catio,i results obtained from this method
should be evaluated on the L.ACIE and Mobile Bay data sets and compared with
the other techniques using; the procedure previously described. The effects of
linearly stretching; the data before applying the feature vector reduction proce-
dure should also be investigated together with the cost effectiveness of the
procedure.
11
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1>7 ► rimr FY7S the applications of mineral an..
water and environmental quallty will be studied in a similar manner. The
algo.ithm evaluation activity is expected to he concluded by FY79.
ACCOMPLI SHMENTS
Diring the pericxl October 1970 to September 1977, two Image Coding
Panel mectings were held and the technical results obtained by Cie panel mem-
Ix-rs were documented in the November 30, 1970, and the March 23, 1977,
Image Cooling Pa- ► el Summaries. The summaries described and discussed the
various Independent and interdependent effects of registration, compression,
and classification on the Bald Knob, Tennessee, quadrangle teat site. The
most significant technical accomplishment was a recommendation and proposed
procedure for using a reduced vector representation ,o approximate Landsat
multispectral Imagery. '!'his recommendation provided the capability of reducing
Landsat processing costs by three orders ()f magnitude and of compressing the
data by a factor of one to three orders of magnitude. This recommendation \\as
further explored by developing software to determine the number of different
vectors in an image and, as a result, to determine a measure of Image com-
plexity. Image complexity was then used as a criterion for evaluating registra-
tion and compression techniques to determine their capability with the reduced
vector representation. The results of this study were presented a:. NASA
Headquarters on September 7, 1977, and are currently in Imblicatlen.
At the request of Headquarters, an assessment of the Image Coding
Panel s s accomplishments was forwarded to Headquarters b y the Panel chairman
on June 29, 1977. Thc• assessment addressed what ha.l been accomplished, the
usefulness of the work, the results that were obtained, problem areas and
possible solutions.
Specific accomplishments relative to the previously described tasks under
planned activities are listed in the following paragraphs by month These
accomplishments addressed t1w activities that are being conducted at AISFC,
but the Panel participation and assistance in analysis and evaluation provided
by the Jet Propulsion Iaboratory (JPI.) and the Ames, Goddard (GSFC), 	 +
Johnson (JSC) , and Langley ( l.aRC) Space Centers should be recognized and
acknowledged. Although this recck nition can be best achieved by reviewing the
Panel summaries, some c-f the cooperative efforts can be evidenced in the
progress that is reported.
12
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May 1977
1. Progress.
a. Location of Ground Control Points (GCP) ('Task 2). The Digital
Image Rectification SN, stem (DIRS) was requested and received from GSFC.
I'ht, program has the capability of generating printer plots of GCP neighborhoods,
which are magnified by cubic Interpolation, and of removing; the effects of Earth
rotation and sensor sampling delay. It Has found that this process removed
significant distortions in the region of the first While Bay GCP. These dis-
tortions had previously caused difficulty In correlating; the imagery with quad-
rangIv snap— however, the DIRS prograiu for this step store y the output Image
In core and hence required 274 K bytes of storage. Consequently, a program to
perform these corrections by lines was written and tested rising 1,andsat imagery
of the Huntsville Jetport main rtmway. The improvement in appearance was
striking. DINS was requested to Improve NISFC's registration capability In
providing geographically corrected test site data to the Image Coding Panel for
subsequent analysis and documentation.
i
b. Registration (Task 2). Diiring the process of rectification,
DIRS removes systematic effects such as oversampling, along lint , Earth rota-
tion, sensor delay, mirror velocity nonlinearity, and Earth curvature. how-
ever. It does not partition the Image to rotate segments of the Image. Conse-
quently, the image is not rotated, and the core requirements are large (580 K
bytes). The program does allow specificat'on of a rotation angle, which could
be accommodated by part i tioning the Image.
c. Data Compr,,!ssion ('Task :1). The programs supplied by NASA
Ames via TRW (the adaptive compression techniques) have been analyzed and
appear to be readily amenable to modification to use the specified data sets.
Additional supporting programs received from TRW by mail were successfully
compiled.
d. Additional Software Analysis ('Task 1). The DIRS package Included
.specialize Fortran callable input-output routines used oil 	 I NI-360. These
routines are being compared with what Is normally used on NISFC' s 1IM-360 to
determine what would be more efficient at NISFC.
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At GSPC I s request tho deebs for 
the 
HINDU
elasolficatioll ljvugraa (Iluerlstleally Inspired Neighborhood 1Ati(:(ArllhIg
Va,superswed) and a suurvt^ tape of TIM j, i°oi-al)ressioti programs Nvere ebeelized,
updated, verifled, aad loaded oil tape, for i4iipmont to GSIV.
'Drol l-leivis. The DIRS prograia abnormally ei-,& during, traiisforniation
of 
the 
Illiage, Corners to'Ualver8al	 Mercator (VIT11 , I eourdinates. A
deck has been set up to insert debtip, statetaent8 LAO speeffied oubroutines In
holies of Isolating all(] ldentlivhjp; the problemli.
June 1977
1. Pv g^ress.
a. jUpdating, Modification, and Dueu,ilentatlon ( f Soft^v,'ti Teehlflque,,^
Library (Task 11. The registration soffivare pa(21^a p e reeelved from GSFC and
the data compression soltv,are, roeelved froth TMV ba%,v, beets	 with
respect to fk.--,Hty t6 tile, "Rated teehniques timid rvlatioij^hij)8 used in the algo-
rithii-is. T11je registration software, as roe,,Aved, Nvou)d require, dedicated use
of the. :AO cotaijuter due, to core requiren-ioits. The
requires some generalization to be used v.,,ith data sets 
of 
varying sirs s. A new
library of routines v;hleh can lie used 
to 
sat!6(v e%te^.,llal rel'erullce8 during Ifill",-
age, edithig has been created, and is named III,,IAGE. ANALYSIS. LILIRAf-1,Y.
b. Determination of I^cgistratloii Effects on linage Data (TLast '. 2).
The problein which arose fit iliodil .,Itjg certain subrotithAes was due, to laicon-
sistent subroutine t j z oiios in the source pro ;raters supplied, amend ^.as resr,)Ived
-L,atisfactorily. The tv ,.,,o prugyanis NvIiieh rectify itlla^"es with and vwithout votation
,x ere, successfully eNecutod oil a stliall toot area and on a Alobile, -bl av Test Site,
respectively. The IBAI double, precision least squares routine, DLLSO, N*as
used to obtain registration mapping polynonilais of degrees one tjlroU_L,'lj fiVe
Sonle, astwts of statin-, the	 of the fit errors obtailied. and effects of fit
aceuracy oti input data lnagt l itudes (due to contl:-)utation errors,) are under
considerat ion.
c. Dote rail i iati on of Compression Effects on lma4e Data (Iask
The firial briefing of tile. Tmv study oil data coalpresstoil, vx,as held by telephone
conference on June 221 and was attended 1)^)- the GE personnel ass sigq-ted to this
contract. The NASA centers represented Avore, Fleadquartel-6, Ames, JSC,
msr, C, alid GSFC.
II
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c. Mlscellaneous. At GSFC's request the docks for the HINDU
classification program (Ilueristically Inspired Neighbc,rho(xl Discerning
Unsulwrswed) and a source tape of 'I HW O s compression programs were checked,
updated, verified, and loaded on take for shipment to GSFC.
2. Problems. The DIRS program abnormally ends during transforn ► ation
of the Image corners to Vniversal Transverse Mercator ( t"I'\1) coordinates. A
deck has been set up to inse rt debug statements into sl ►ecified subroutines in
hopes of isolating and identifying the problem.
June 1977
1. Progress.
a. LTixfating, Modification, and Docu.nentation of SoftNare Techniques
Library (Task 1). The registration software package received from GSFC and
the data compression software received from TRW have been analyzed with
respect to fi,• lity to the stated techniques :-nd relationships used in the algo-
rithms. The registration software, as received, \%ould require dedicated use
of the 360 computer due to core requirentents. The compression software
requires some generalization to be used Hill y data sets of varying sizes. A new
library of routines \%hich c •an be used to satisfy external references during link-
age editing has been created, anti is named IMAGE. ANALYSIS. LIBRARY.
h. Determination of Pegistration Effects on Image Data (Task 2).
The problem which arose in modif^, ing certain subroutines was due to Incon-
sistent subroutine names in the source programs supplied, and was rest ►lved
satisfactorily. The two programs \Oich rectify in ► agcs Hith and without rotation
were successfully executed on a smal l test area and on a Mol,ile Bay Test Site,
respectively. The I13M double precision least squares routine. DLI,.SO, was
used to obtain registration mapping polynomials of degrees one through five.
Some aspects of stating the sizes of the fit errors obtained and effects of fit
accuracy on input data n ► agnitudes (clue to computation errors) :ire under
consideration.
c. Jetermination of Compression Effects on Image Data (task 3).
The final briefing of the TRW study on data compression Has held by telephone
conference on June 22 and v\-as attended by the GE personnel assigned to this
contract. The NASA centers represented were headquarters, Ames, JSC,
NISFC, and C;SFC.
_^
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2. Problems. There apiwar to ix- son-,,3 inconsistencies In the techniques
for correction of Earth rotation, sensor sampling, and mirror motion ill
registration progran ► . There are two versions of one of t1w data compression
source programs. ARC should verify which version is (-rrect.
July 1977
1. frog res, .
a. 1'pdating, Modification, and IN)cumentation of Software Techniques 	 do- i
Library (Task 1). Conversion to readable Fortran has been accomplished for
the three data compression technique, r0c011 ►► mendcd in the TRW study. These
are block adaptive transform (Cosine or Ilada mard), block Adaptive Differential
Pulse ('ode Modulation (AIMICNI), and a hybrid technique. Most of the routines
have been placed in the Inr.rge Analysis Library in load module form.
h. Determination of Registratf • ►n Effects on Image Data (Task 2).
The problem with least squares fitting to obtain the registration mapping poly-
nomials was due to the large valuvs of the IITNI input coordinates. The routine
appears to operate satisfactorily if the means or the minima are subtracted from
the coordinates.
The inconsistencies in the DIRS received from GShC were acknowledged
by Its author to be errors.
A method for partitioning to apply DIRS to large images has been for-
mulated. It Is planned to generate output image segments based cm the grid
evils defined by the coarse mapping function grid. To facilitate this process,
the beginning and ending output pixels and casting emrdinates for each cell have
been piaced ill
	
rather than being recomputed.
c. Determination of Compression Effects oil 	 Data (Task 3).
The updated data compression software is being validated by repetition of the
origin; ► ] checkout runs. Preliminary results have been obtained from the applica-
tion of the ADPC11 algorithm to LACIE data. The compression operation appears
J	 to quadruple the number of unique feature vectors In a I.ACIE sample segment.
15
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d. Miscellaneous. Konadaptive data compression algorithms, which
were delivered to MSFC by TIM, are being prepared by NISFC for transmittal
to GSFC. The adaptive techniques wet •c sent previously.
The digitized GTNt of Mobile Bay is being examined at MSFC in an attempt
to find sources of error, such as highways which are difficult to digitize and are
oceassionally missed.
2. Prol ► lems. Required modific • atimns and corrections to the registration
program are greater than anticipated for handling a test site as I. ► r;:e a4 %611e
Bay.
August 1977
1. Progress.
a. Updating, Modification, and Dtoc • umentation of Software Techniques
Library ('Task 1). Documentation o. three data compression techniques in
readable Fortran is underway. The technique, are block adaptive transform
using a Cosine (TRANC) or Iladamard ('I'RArll) transform, block ADPChl. and
a hN-hrid combination of the above two techniques ( I[I'llItDC-ADPCAI /COSINE
and IIY1111DI1-ADIVNI/Iladarnmrd).
b. Determination of Registration Effects on Image Data (Task 2).
The CSFC D1RS has been modil'ied so that large Images can he corrected in
segments. The segments are based on the grid cells defined by the coarse
mapping function grid. Under the constraint of the memory available for holding
Input image records, the number of output map coils that can he. generated in
each row is computed. If any row cannot he completed, the image Is divided into
vertical segments, geometrically corrected, and the output line segments are
then merged.
c. Ietermination of cmupression Effects on Image Data (Task ,1).
During validation of the data compression software, improper handling of
floating point to integer round-off w:(, discovered in the llybrid and AD" Chl
programs. Correction resulted in an approximately 25 percent decma3e in the
Mean Squared Error ( RISE) between the original and reconstructed imz+'.es.
16
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The three data compression techniques have been applied to a IACIF
sample segment, and the nun ► lwr of unique feature vectors in the reconstructed
inu.ges %g as computed. this Is a measure of the image activity which has been
added by the compression/ reconstruction procesa. The average hit rate required
to transmit the compressed images was specified as -bits/ pixel. 'I'll(! 111SE
•	 and nunibers of feature vectot y are as follows:
4
Method
	
1ISE	 No. Vector's
2-D Iladaruard	 2.09	 5925
A1)PCPJ	 1. s5	 7206
llybrid-Ilad.	 2.07	 7633
Original	 .1552
Tapes of the original and reconstructed images were obtained for use on
the Test Bed ff i m recorder.
d. Determination of the Effects of Compression and Registration on
Class IIleation (Task I). The clustering program 13L011 was received III
virtual memory version %Nhich is not available at 111SFC. The program has been
modified and is executing oil 	 111111-360/75. Contour and cluster maps
for LACIF, data have been obtained.
e. Fractional Pixel Accuracy In Ground 'Truth/ Clawfli-Ica!Ion Map
Assessment (Task 9). Available documentation on digital manipulation of GT111
anti assignment of class numbers is being studied as background for developing
a soft<vare program to use the G'I . 11I digitized at a higher resolution than CNI.
Since the software program will use the procedure described In NASA
TAI X-73347, "F%aluation Criteria for Software Classification Inventories,
Accuracies and daps," an exercise in familiarization with this procedure Is In
progress.
f. Entropy Measure (Task 7). The Image entropy measure soft-
rr
	
ware has been programmed and debugged.
1
g. ftc • luced Image Vector Representation ( Task 10) . Software for
computing the number and population of different feature vectors contained In an
image has been programmed and debugged.
17
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h. Niiseellanvou y . I.ACIE and Bald Knob Landsat test site data
have been transmitted to Ji l l. and JSC, respectively. JSC Is providing; NISFC
with the Gaussian mixture density and iterative cluster classifiers and is
running; a test case on the Bald Knish data.
2. Pr( blems. The conversion and ch, .•king; of the program ELLTAR
was postponed in anticipation of receiving; an ug ►rlated a ► tu version.
Extensive use of the Test Bed was not pianned because of disc: hardware
problems.
September 1977
1. Progress.
a. Updating;, Modification, and Documentation of Software Techniques
Library. The BLUR program package provided by GSFC was modified to run on
a n ► ac hine without virtual memory. The routines have been placed in i1ISFC' s
L iag;e Analvsis Library iu load module form. The adaptive data compression
techniques (transform, differential pulse c • c ►cl(- modulation, and a hybrid tech-
nique) have been documented in readable Fortran.
1,. I)etermination of Registration Effects on Image Data. The dis-
tortions in la► ndsat HISS imagery caused by sensor delay and Earth rotation are
quite pronounced in magnified imagery and should 1w removed prior to selecting;
ground control paints. A program was v ritten to extract the data surrounding
a candidate ground control point location, remove the distortions, and magnify
using; cubic interpolation.
c. Determination of Compression Effects on Image Data. Data
compression was applied to a LACIE sample seg;n ►c-t and the December 1973
pass covering; Mobile Bay. The results were analyzed by computing mean values,
histograms, dilferenc•e In ► ages, NISE, and the number of unictue feature vectors
in the images. Numerical results are given in 'fable 1.
d. Fractional Pixel Accurac v in Ground Truth/Classification Mai
Assessment. To digitize the I.ACIE GTNI, a 15 by 13 in. transpareno , of' the
map (supplied by JSC) was reduced to a 2 by 1.8 in. negative by the 111SFC
photog;ral,hic laboratory.
In
.w^	 ^....._.
TABLE 1. NUMERICA I I(ESUI.TS OF DATA COMPRESSION
Speed No.
Method 11ISH: ( Pixcls/ sVc) Vectors
I.ACIE Sample Segment
Original
	
I 1 3 552
ADPCNI 1 Bit 7.92 G::'' 10 132
ADPCNI `' Blts 1.85 651) 7 206
2-D Iladamard 1 I3it 4.S9 157 5 385
2-1) Iladamard 2 lilts 2.09 293 5 925
2-D Cosine 1 Bit 3.71 147 5 236
`'-D Cosine 2 Bits 1. W., S 754
Ilybrid-Iladamard 1 13it 7.31 596 6 8:36
Ilybrid-liadamard 2 Bit: 2.07 5011 7 633
Ilybrid-Cosine, 1 13it 7).6I 1	 280 7 101
Ilvbrid-Cosine 2 Bits 1.94 7 684
111,011 a 21.30 209 558
Al„I,ilr Bay Data
Original 27 691;
ADPCM 1 Bit 1.87 646 >58 000
ADPCh1 2 Bits 1.	 1 . 1 624 46 845
2-D Iladamard I I3it 2.47 459 37 876
2-D lladamard 2 Bits 1.19 357 35 406
Ilybrid-Iladamard 1 Bit 5.01 740 •11 248
11N'brid-Hadamard 2 I1lts 1.91; x,47 46 575
a. Applied to area of 112 x 112 Pixels as opposed to 112 x 192.
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This nogati've was digitized 4,v a unierode.n8lonieter (seatmer) at ^^C.aimlng,
taate al p, of s xw, 2il, acrd 121 . ^ p. These seani -tins Intenals	 reobtutiolls
icati Otis) eat	 16:"., alld -mix t respeetive4v o relative to Lmdsat data,
T he output of the ovalm or w	 e	 reas otord oil tb  tapes, olie for each of tile, three
jeaniiing intervalq.
To faeflitate plottliq,' , of the UNCIE data, the ^'^Ui p W(t affllov tape was (261),Ied
to another tape ill FortrIall forluat usitq-^; all 113-1 At	 1110 jjai^La^"_,(.
A Line Printer blot , ' - a8 iiiade, of the map usn
	
ig tho F	 eortraii tale and til
IB XT	 cottiputor. Tbht,^  plot will be uLUed L«l obtain the Coordinutou of g round
eolitrul polnt^j: for regh"'tration of the GT Al %,.'itli the CM.
As aa ald ht oeleeting- tvaining oaiiiples [Or 	 data un the L4ndoat
tape, the, data oil the GTAI vvuro eals8ifiod manually; 1. e. , tabulated d lOta of the
G 	 were transforred to a photocopy of the, map.
-nputor prup^vam (SLIC) for lillear Clasolfivatiolt of tho
Laadsdt data vvas i-tiodiffed to 	 the LACIE data. A coniputer pro-
graitt supplied by GSFC for guoi-autrie registration of tljt^ G` AI v:,as ruvieNved.
This t--erogvam will be used to fit Wetormiuo pt.%ol correspoiklence, of) tile, GTM
to C Al.
October 1977
1. PvoL",r:?ss.
	
a. Updating, Modification, and 1)02ull'le'lltat!oll of	 Teelillicjue,8
Library. The 1& togrant routine , bein". arced ill tile analvois of C'm1pressioll
results was modified to show the occurre'llees of llogativu vulu(?",jr ill the differvilee
haag^es.
The al, orithin (SLIC) used for deterl -clio.'ag, I ineav Classification functions
wus modified to store inturjliediate. results, resultiag ill a coniputation. time
saving. Thc, raaximuni 	 classifit',ation alb orithia ivas m.odificd to
S
melude thresholding.
.A.4. I
q 
0
This negative was digitized by a mic• rodensiometer (scanner) tit scanning
intervals of 50, 2.1, and 12.5 p. These scanning intervals represent resolutions
( magnifications) of sX, 10X. and 20X. resl ►ec• tively, relative: to Landsat data.
The output of the scanner Nas stored on there tapes, one for each of the three
scanning; Intervals.
To facilitate plotting of the LACIE data, the 0 p scanner tape was col ► led
to another tal ►c in Fortran format using; an Il3Ai system/ 360 general 1/0 package.
A Line Printer plot -.vas made of the map using; the Fortran tape and the
113AI 360 computer. This plot wlll be used v ► obtain the coordinates of ground
control points for registration of the GTNI with the t•A1.
As an aid in selecting; training; samples for classifving; data on the Landsat
tape, tile data on the (;TNI were c •alssified manually; i.e. , tabulated dF*a of the
G'i'M were transferred to a photocopy of the ► nab ► .
nn existing; computer program (SLIC) for linear classification of the
Landsat data was mollified to accon ► m(mlate the I AC'IE data. A computer pro-
grain supplied by GSF C for geometric registration of the G'i'AI was reviewed.
'fills program will be used to fit (determine pixel c •orresponclence of) the GTAI
to C'At.
Octoher 1977
1. Pr_ogr ,^ ^S .
a. Updating;, N1,dil'ication, and Documentation of Soft%%are Techniques
Library. The histogram routine being; used in the analysis of compression
results was modified to show the occurrences of negative valuer in the difference
Images.
The algorithm (SI.IC) used for dctermhi, ng linear classification functions
was moxllfied to store intermediate result~, resulting; in a computation time
saving;. The maximum likelihood classification algorithm was mollified to
include thresholding.
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b. Determination of Registration Effects on Image Data. The
ground control points for tiw' lk-cemher 7:1 pa y s of Mobile Itav data %%cre pre-
viously selected using a magnification of 4X. The ground control point coor-
dinates were redetermined using a magnification of 10, anti with removal of
distortions caused by sensor delay and Earth rotation. IA'ast square fits were
determined for polynomials of degrees one through five. The RNIS fit errors
for the corrected imagery weir. lower by an average of 2K percent. The RNIS
errors are given in Table _.
TABLE 2. RNIS ERRORS IN FITTINC? GROCND CONTROL POINTS
Polynomial
Degree
With
Distortion
Without
Distortion
1 0.897 0.619
2 ().S57 0.578
3 0. 757 0. 5:17
0, 645 0.966
i, 0.519 0.405
c. Determination of Compression Effects on Image Data. Additional
data compression results are given in 'fable :1. Histograms of' t1w difference
images (original — reconstr eted) for -1 bands of LACIE' daW using ADPCNI at
:1 hits/pixel are given in Figure 1. Plot% of NISI': anti number of feature vectors
in the reconstructed images are given in Figures 2 and 3.
d. Fractional Pixel Accuracy in Ground 'Truth/ Classification Map
Assessment. I.andsat data of the LACIE site were received as files of a
map:netic tape with each file corresponding to a particular clay that the data were
obtained. Several files of this tape were copied to a disk to simplify accessing;
the data.
A Line Printer Plot was made of File 9 (Scanner Data of kta .\ 0, 1976),
and training samples, 2041 each of wheat., summer fallow, corn, sorghum, and
grass, were selected carefully to lie within the field boundaries of the plot.
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'I • AIME :1. DATA C(),%I PR ESSION 1 •:l • 'F EC f,^)
tic ► .
	 I	 Speed	 I'otal
Me t hod	 Altil.	 Vectut'y 	 (1'Ixvis/ sc^c)	 CPL1 Time
I.ACIF: Sample Segni ► •ilt
Original :3 552
ADPCAI 1-11it 7.92 10 4:32 6511) 0:33
:' -Bits	 1 1. S5 7 21113 (150 0:33
3 -11its t ► .71G 5 M9 4 07 0:35
' , -I) Iladan ► ara 1-Itit 4.89 5 3m.-) 457 0:47
2-lait y 12. 09 ► 92 3:3:3 1:05
3-13[ts ^ ► .!)3u 5 89 291 1:11
2-D Cosine 1-13it :,.71 5 236 1.17 2:20'
2-I3its 1.62 5 75 .1 1.11 2:33
a-Bits ii, GA 5 806 12.1 2:53
Iiyhrid-lladamard 1 -flit 7.31 6 836 5913 0:36
2-Bits 2.117 7 1133 504 0:43
llyhrid-Cosine 1-Bit 7	 1111 2t30 o:77
2 -11its 1.94 7 684 238 1:31
.3-13it y 1 ► . 71 t;	 2" 1 4 222 1:37
131.013a 21.3 5:111 209 1:00
Mobile Bay 1)11.3
Original 27 691;
ADPCAI 1-Bit I.87 78 534 1341• 37:10
2-Bits 1.14 411 9 .15 38:28
2-1) 13adama rd 1-13it 2.47 :,7 876 .15!) 52:19
2-Bits 1.19 35 406 :157 1i 1:U8
Ilybrid-Iladwiiard 1-Bit !i.u1 11 248 740 32:26
2-BIts 1.011 3(i 5T) 547 4:3:51
Fast Karhunem-I"ve 4. 1 1 I8 25:, 166 145:00
1-I3ith
a.I%I^I ►lied to area ►►f 112 x 11'' pixels as Opposed to 112 x 192.
1 ►. Not performed under this contract.
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File 1 (Scanner Data of October 22, 1975) was classified ushig a maxi-
mum likelihood algorithm to tie-in rate wheat from the other crops. It was found
that %vheat represented 40 IK+reent of the crops growing at that time.
'I'll( . RANITFK-PDP-11 /45
 Image Processing; Vacility was used to remove
annotations from tliv digitized GThI of' the I.ACIE data, and a polaroid print was
nlade of the map to verify that al p of then annotations had been removed.
The edited GTR1 %vas stored oil tape fit 	 format for geometric
correction and registration at -I 	 date.
RFCOMMLNDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Panel should he continued through FY78 and possibly through start of
FY79 to satisfactorily conipletc the work that has been initiated. The Panel has
now attained a position where the evaluations can he conducted in a routine
manner and ccintributions call 	 made toward determining the hest and most cost
effective procedures for registering, compressing, and classifving I aIldsat
imagery. The time consuming and seemingly unproductive efforts of getting
organir.ed, developiing an analysis Man, establishing evaluation criteria, etc.,
were one time activities that have Iwen substantially completed and, hence,
more effort call
	
cm,centratcd on the analysis and evaluation.
Two milestones have hecn achieved by the hind which Indicate that suh-
stantial peogress is being made. First, there is suffici: nt technical material
hosing generated and presented by the participating centers to justify extending
the originally scheduled one day Panel meetings to two days. Secondly, an
issue has surfaced ill 	 technical results that were recently presented, which
Mace the Panel at a crossroad with regards to pursuing certain tyres of registra-
tion anal compression techniques. This issue is centered around the number of
unique four dimensional vectors contained fit I.andsat multispectral image,
which call 	 be used to achieve a reduced processing cost by uship. a histogram
type format.
The histogram format is obtained hY extracting all of the unique vectors
and their number of occurrences fro^tn a I,andsat image, or a portion there of,
placing that information at the beginning of a data tape, and following it with a
description of the image. The image is described at each picture clement
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location by one number which identifies the unique four dimensional vector that
belongs there. Important cost reductions for most tyres of processing can be
realized, by processing each unique vector once and 'applying the results to the
picture element locations with a table look-up procedure, since many of the
unique vectors can occur hundreds or thousands of times in an image.
Ali issue arises with the registration and compression techniques that
µ	 utilize spatial averaging or an equivalent, because they tend to generate large
numbers of new unique vectors from the original data by interpolation or
requantization. This issue becomes more important if significant cost reductions
are to be achieved by approximating an image with a reduced number of unique
+	 vectors. For this case, registration and compression techniques must have the
property of not generating any new unique vectors to preserve the processing
cost reductions.
There are two main points in using a histogram format that need to be
emphasized. First, the histogram format clues provide a certain amoun, of
information preserving compression, depending on the Image data (typically
1.5:1). Secondly, the format directl y illustrates that %Nhat is being processed
and Interpreted In a multispectral image is In actuality the unique vectors and
not every picture element, which represent a processing overhead when unique
vectors are repeated in an image. In this context, the Junction of a picture
element is only to show where the unique vectors are located in the image scene.
Thus, instead of lying processing costs to the number of picture elements in an
in • age as is commonly done, reduced costs can be achieved by using a histogram
format and tying the costs directly tc the elements that are actually being
analyze(], i.e., the number of unique vectors. One area that needs to he explored
is the use of information-preserving compression techniques (which typically
achieve compression ratios of two or three to one) on the histograms formatted
data. With the combination of techniques, It may be possible to achieve informa-
tion, preserving compression ratios of three or five to one.
If thl^ approach of tying the processing costs to the number of unique
vectors is extender: to reduce costs even further, then the number of unique
vectors in an insage has to be reduced. This requires that an image be approxi-
mated by a reduced vector representation, which in reality is a classification
map with a relatively large number of classes. n final classification map with
8 or 1G classes, for example, is a reduced vector representation carried to an
extreme. Two areas of inqui r
'
, that need to be pursued are the tradeoff between
reducing the processing costs by reducing the number of unique vectors versus
iallowing ail 	 :he flexibility of conducting whatever type investigation Is
desired, and determining the best procedure for obtainin- a reduced vector
representation that can be automatically implemented. Ow approach has been
developed, and is currently under investigation, for providing a reduced vector
representation. The approach is ail 	 version of the Cluster Coding
Algorithm (CCA) called the Cascaded CCA. The CCA con ► hines groups of
similar unique vectors into cluster centers, while the Cascaded CCA combines
groups of similar cluster centers producing a significantly reduced vector
representation. Both of these software programs are compression schemes,
which allow the user to process the data in compressed form. The concept of
using a reduced representation appears reasonable when it is recognized that a
large image contains tens of thousands of unique vectors and 30 to 50 percent
of these vectors only occur once. If the desired final result Is a Chl containing
less than 100 classes, for example, then the large number of unique vectors
appear to represent an over abundance of variation of information. By approxi-
mately reducing the number of unique vectors in a Land Sat image to 200() in
number, it appears possible to achieve processing cost reduction factors of
approximately 3000 and noninformation preserving compression ratios of 10:100.
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